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Alternative capital within Bermuda’s insurance1 market proved to be resilient despite significant loss 
events in 2017 and 2018. 

In 2018, Bermuda’s alternative capital insurers reported approximately $19 billion of 
increased capacity via existing Insurance-Linked Securities structures and $12 billion of 
new capacity to the market. This underscored Bermuda’s reputation as a trusted centre 
for insurance risk securitisation and the strength of the alternative capital sector. 

Total assets held by alternative capital insurers were $94 billion at year-end 2018 ($74 billion, 2017). The 
aggregate exposure of non-life insurers backed by alternative capital was approximately $71 billion or 73% 
of global alternative capital at year-end 2018 ($51.5 billion, 2017). Gross Written Premiums (GWP) were 
$7.4 billion ($4.8 billion, 2017).  

Bermuda’s alternative capital insurers assumed risks across nine lines of business and provided coverage 
to four major geographical regions. Property catastrophe (including property retrocession) was the biggest 
line of business written, representing approximately 90% of GWP. The United States (US) was the largest 
region of assumed risk coverage, representing 48% of aggregate limits covered. 

The information contained in this report is gathered from Alternative Capital Schedules and Statutory 
Financial Returns contained in 2018 annual filings submitted to the Bermuda Monetary Authority (BMA) by 
30 September 2019. The data received is representative of multiple classes of insurers, primarily Class 3, 
Class 3A and Special Purpose Insurers.

Executive Summary 

1 For this Report, insurance includes both insurance and reinsurance.
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Bermuda Alternative Capital Capacity 

Global alternative risk transfer continued to grow in 2018. According to industry estimates, as at 31 
December 2018, outstanding alternative capital for non-life business was approximately $97 billion, 
representing 9% growth from the prior year ($89 billion, 2017). Alternative risk transfer maintained a 
similar stake in total available reinsurance capacity in 2018, representing approximately 17% of global 
reinsurance capital (15%, 2017). Bermuda insurers continued to maintain a substantial share in the global 
alternative capital market, underpinning Bermuda’s significance in the sector. For the period ended 31 
December 2018, Bermuda’s share of total alternative capital capacity was $71 billion or approximately 
73% of the global alternative capital market ($51.5 billion, 2017). The year-on-year increase is due to a 
number of factors, including reloading of capital, newly registered alternative capital vehicles and improved 
self-reporting by the alternative capital sector. 

Bermuda has a mature alternative capital market which deploys capital through multiple structures. These 
structures vary from catastrophe bonds (or Cat bonds), such as 144A bonds, to more complex, private 
collateralized reinsurance offerings (see Chart B). Collateralized reinsurance structures represented the 
largest segment of alternative capital providers within the Bermuda market, reaching $41 billion or 58% of 
outstanding issuances at year-end 2018 ($28.5 billion, 2017). The average exposure limit of Bermuda’s 
collateralized insurance structures was approximately $650 million. Meanwhile, there were 10 large 
collateralized insurer structures whose size (capital) exceeded $1 billion. Cat bonds were the second most 
common structure used by Bermuda insurers to deploy alternative capital. The total aggregate exposure 
of outstanding Cat bonds was $26 billion or 37% of the total market aggregate as at 31 December 2018 
($19 billion, 2017). The average aggregate outstanding exposure limit of each Cat bond was $414 million. 
Sidecars and other structures made up the remaining 5% of alternative capital structures deployed by 
Bermuda insurers. 

Chart A: Bermuda Alternative Capital Business vs Global Alternative Capital Business
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Source: 2018 Alternative Capital Schedule Filings 

Chart B: Breakdown of Bermuda Alternative Capital Market 
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Bermuda alternative capital insurers reported total assets of $94 billion as at 31 
December 2018, an increase of 27% compared to $74 billion for the same period in 
the prior year. The assets were primarily allocated to cash and cash equivalent, funds 
withheld and high-quality investment holdings. 

Multiple catastrophe events in 2017 and 2018 were responsible for significant losses recorded by 
Bermuda’s alternative capital insurers. While alternative capital proved to be a reliable source of 
capacity during those years, the impact and scale of losses were evident in the financial performance 
of the alternative capital insurers. The aggregate net loss and net loss expenses incurred by Bermuda’s 
alternative capital insurers were $7.8 billion and $6 billion at 2018 and 2017 year-end, respectively. 
Underwriting losses were $3 billion in 2018, an increase from $2.7 billion in 2017. The adverse 
underwriting results were slightly offset by investment income of $405 million at year-end 2018. In terms 
of bottom line, Bermuda’s alternative capital insurers incurred a net loss of $2.6 billion at year-end 2018. 
This result was identical to the prior year. 

Chart C

Financial Outlook of Bermuda Alternative Capital Insurers
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2018 2017

Total assets $94 bln $74 bln

GWP $7.4 bln $4.8 bln

Net losses incurred and net loss expenses $7.8 bln $6 bln

Other Underwriting Expenses $2.2 bln $1.6 bln

Underwriting profit/(loss) ($3 bln) ($2.7 bln)

Net income/(loss) ($2.6 bln) ($2.6 bln)
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Source: 2018 Alternative Capital Schedule Filings
*Other includes multiple regions including the UK and Europe.

Geography of Assumed Risks and Cedents’ Domiciles

US-based risks continued to be the dominant exposure for Bermuda’s alternative capital providers, 
representing 48% of total aggregate exposure (see Chart D). This was an increase of 8% from year-
end 2017. Worldwide exposure was the second most significant, accounting for approximately 41% of 
aggregate exposure. Risks assumed from Asia accounted for approximately 5% of aggregate exposure. 
The remaining exposure came from Latin America, Africa and other regions. 

Bermuda alternative capital providers wrote $7 billion of premiums during 2018 ($4.8 billion, 2017) (see 
Chart E). The US continued to have the most significant exposure, with 67% of GWP at year-end 2018 
(65%, 2017). Australia and New Zealand each accounted for approximately 8% of GWP , followed by Japan 
and the UK with approximately 5% each. 

Chart D: Breakdown of Regional Cover by Percentage of Bermuda Market Exposure 
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Chart E: Gross Premiums Written by Cedents’ Region 
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Lines of Business and Deal Structure

Assumed risks of Bermuda alternative capital insurers were split across nine lines of 
business. Property catastrophe (including property retrocession) maintained dominance 
as the most common line of business assumed at year-end 2018. Property catastrophe 
risk represented approximately 90% of GWP at year-end 2018 (94%, 2017). The other 
significant line of business was credit and surety at 2% of GWP (3%, 2017). Mortgage 
reinsurance protection continued to be the major contributor for credit and surety 
protections. Mortgage premiums increased by 133%, the fastest growing line of business.  

Excess of loss transactions remained the most popular type of cover written by Bermuda alternative 
capital insurers. At year-end 2018, excess of loss covers had an aggregate exposure of $46 billion or 
65% of aggregate exposure ($31.8 billion, 2017). A further $8.4 billion (12%) of deals executed were via 
quota share covers. The remaining deals were executed via Industry Loss Warranties (ILWs), stop loss, 
parametric and other deal covers.

The majority of deals were collateralized by cash, money market funds or funds withheld (approximately 
70%) at year-end 2018. Sovereign bonds were the other significant type of collateral held (17%). Letters of 
credit, typically secured by cash and corporate bonds, made up the remainder of collateral held.  

Chart F: Lines of Business Written by GWP
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Source: 2018 Statutory Financial Return 
*Other includes Accident & Health, Agriculture, Aviation, Energy, General Liability, Marine and Employers’ Liability. 
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Chart G: Types of Cover by Exposure Limit Percentage
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Source: 2018 Alternative Capital Schedule Filings 
*Others includes ILWs, Stop Loss, Parametric and other deal covers.

Chart H: Forms of Collateral Held by Exposure Limit Percentage
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*Others includes letters of credit, typically secured by cash and corporate bonds. 
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If you would like to find out more
about this report please contact:

enquiries@bma.bm

Bermuda Monetary Authority 
BMA House
43 Victoria Street
Hamilton HM12
Bermuda

www.bma.bm


